Become part of our team
As a Global Player, SIKORA AG ist internationally active in
the most important growth regions.
We are manufacturer and supplier of innovative measuring,
control, inspection, analysis and sorting technologies. Our
systems are used by the producing and processing industry
for quality control and process optimization. About 300
employees in Bremen and the 14 international subsidiaries
provide innovative product solutions and individual service
four our customers.

To enhance our two person team in Dubai, we are searching for a

Sales Engineer (m/f)
The tasks are awaiting you:

We are searching for:

- Creating a close relationship with customers within the as-

- Bachelor‘ degree in Engineering

signed business territory (Middle East) incl. regular visits –

- Arabic and English language skills

international travels up to 70% of your working time

- At least two years of sales experience in the Middle East Region

- Explaining the technical aspects of products and individual

- Living in Dubai

solutions as well as benefits and services for customers using

- UAE driving license

technical presentations

- Good knowledge of Microsoft Office

- Preparing proposals, organizing sales projects, negotiating
prices and completing sales orders
- Attending exhibitions and preparing market researches when
needed
- After-sales support services regarding new and existing
equipment

We offer:
We offer learning opportunities and trainings that optimally prepare you for current and future tasks. Various interdivisional projects guarantee comprehensive knowledge of processes as well as a successful integration in the team. You can expect a modern and communicative
company with benefits. Such as a comprehensive training at our headquarter in Germany, provision of a laptop and mobile phone, family
medical insurance as well as full support from SIKORA MIDDLE EAST & SIKORA AG teams.

We are looking forward to your meaningful application including the earliest date possible as well as your salery requirement.
Send your application to sales@sikora-uae.com
SIKORA ME, Karim El-Nahas, PVAXX building, Office No. 005, JAFZA, Dubai

www.sikora.net/career

